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"Wipe out the entire defense potential remaining to the Soviets." - Directive 41 BitE Dortmund Campaign AAR, pt 4 Axis July 1941



I am playing out a solo campaign of Blocks in the East using all optional rules. As I play, I'm taking photos for a session report, which I hope will function also as a review of this game that I have become enthralled by. This is Part 4. “You're moving too much on your approach, you have to hold level flight for your bomb runs!” Major Shultz screamed into his radio. It was hard to fault his pilots though. The Ju-88 was never meant to hold up to this kind of abuse. He thought about the briefing last night. 'Bryansk is an important rail junction. The enemy will try to use it to bring reinforcements forward. Your flotilla will destroy the rail yard. We will hit them at dawn, too quickly for them to scramble fighters. AA fire will be minimal, at best.' At least the lack of enemy fighters part was, blessedly, correct. Not the rest. No longer lulled into a false sense of security, the Communists were manning their AAMGs and using them well. He'd seen three of his flight hit, two crashed outright, one descending rapidly trailing smoke. He wondered which crew were luckier, the ones who crashed or the ones who crash landed. Always the last to make his attack run, Shultz radioed “Flight leader on bomb run, form up for return to base.” He was zeroed on his target, the meager loading dock that still stood in the smoking ruins. He would show his men how to hold the approach. He released his bomb load, and an instant later his aircraft shuddered. He and his crew began assessing damage. Shultz wondered, would anyone tell his younger brothers if he failed to return? The Germans started out sending some bombers to interdict Russian rail movement, and were treated poorly for the attempt. Out of 9 dice, 2 were hits. Russian Anti-Aircraft fire scored a hit against one flotilla, reducing it to a 3 step unit. Not a good return on investment, 2 fewer SRMs for 3 yellow, 1 black and 2 blue PP. Otherwise, July seemed like a fine month for the Wehrmacht. AGN and AGC's 3rd PzG looked to continue their push to their objectives, encircling some Soviet troops on their way.



Using SRMs to get some more units toward the front, AGC was able to attack a bit farther east than expected, and cut off a fair number of Russians. The Germans sent a couple of fleets of unescorted bombers into battle, and one was intercepted by the Red Air Force! They took a lot of damage, but they scared the German bomber away. It was a moral victory, if nothing else.



AGC's 2nd PzG and AGS were in a bit of a logjam, trying to maneuver through “the Lvov Gap” and move to cut off Russian defenders bordering Romania and Hungary.



AGC mainly moved east along the southern edge of the Pripet. AGS conducted a devastatingly effective strike to the shores of the Black Sea. Making judicious use of SRM, reserve mode for infantry and blitz combat, AGS linked up brilliantly with the German forces stationed in Romania and the Romanian army itself.



In a double envelopment, they cut off tens of thousands of Russian troops, leaving them hopelessly trapped behind enemy lines. Utilizing armor exploitation movement, they also completely surrounded Odessa, leaving them in siege supply. When units in a port are surrounded, they are still OOS, but rather than being eliminated at the end of the turn, they lose a step. When they lose the last step (except for 0 strength units) then they are eliminated. In Sevastapol, Leningrad, and Oranienbaum, they don't even lose a step. Believe me, digging units out of fortresses like Oranienbaum is a nightmare. Although when the Gustave seige gun shows up, that will be more fun in Sevastapol.



That move was, I think devastating for the Russians, and I have to admit I was quite proud of myself for figuring it out. There is one weak spot, a lone artillery unit defending a part of the rail line that supplies the force surrounding Odessa. It seems unlikely that the Russians would know it's an artillery piece, or attack at that point. Even if they win that attack, the Germans will easily regain supply and most likely cut off even more Russian defenders. At least, that's what I think the Russian commander will be thinking... ;-) In the far north, German mountain troops invaded Murmansk. With the Soviets having no way to reinforce those forces in June, they have to hope for a tenacious defense (good dice). They caused some damage to the Germans, but Murmansk fell. The game designer believes that the Axis can't win if Murmansk stays open, so we'll call that a good move for the Germans. The Finns drove some of the weak Russian troops on the border back, but the Russians did take down 1 step of the Finnish bomber fleet. Another moral victory.



Not having played past early 1942, I don't have a good sense of how many Russian units Germany needs to be killing to consider itself on track. This game (my fourth try) seems to be going better for the Germans. They're killing more units, and have done what I think is a very good job of surrounding large numbers of Soviets. I'm constantly worried about the speed of the advance though. How far do German forces need to go, how quickly, in order to win the war? That remains to be seen.



Next will be the Russian production and response to this German incursion. Shultz could hardly believe he'd brought his damaged plane home, let alone landed it – if that could be called a landing. His crew survived at least; the same could not be said for all of his men. He knew that German forces were flowing east at incredible speed. His brief interchange with his exhausted and harried Uncle proved that. Even so, he already doubted this campaign would be over quickly.
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